
A Robust A�ne Matching Algorithm Using anExponentially Decreasing Distance FunctionAxel Pinz, Manfred Prantl, Harald GansterInstitute for Computer GraphicsTechnical University of GrazM�unzgrabenstr. 11A-8010 Graz, AUSTRIAemail: pinz@icg.tu-graz.ac.atAbstract: We describe a robust method for spatial registration, which relies on thecoarse correspondence of structures extracted from images, avoiding the establishmentof point correspondences. These structures (tokens) are points, chains, polygons andregions at the level of intermediate symbolic representation (ISR). The algorithm re-covers conformal transformations (4 a�ne parameters), so that 2-dimensional scenesas well as planar structures in 3D scenes can be handled. The a�ne transformation be-tween two di�erent tokensets is found by minimization of an exponentially decreasingdistance function. As long as the tokensets are kept sparse, the method is very robustagainst a broad variety of common disturbances (e.g. incomplete segmentations, miss-ing tokens, partial overlap). The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated usingsimple 2D shapes, medical, and remote sensing satellite images. The complexity of thealgorithm is quadratic on the number of a�ne parameters.Categories: I.2.10, I.5, I.4Keywords: A�ne Matching, Spatial Registration, Information Fusion, Image Under-standing1 IntroductionIn Computer Vision, the establishment of correspondence between di�erentsources of visual information is an important issue. A�ne matching hasmainly been used for image to model matching (e.g. [Beveridge et al., 1990],[Collins and Beveridge, 1993], see Fig. 1.a) and for image to image matching (e.g.[Zabih and Wood�ll, 1994, Collins and Beveridge, 1993, Flusser and Suk, 1994],see Fig. 1.b), often with the purpose of spatial registration of images[Brown, 1992]. Our motivation for this work is driven by the idea ofa general framework of `Information Fusion in Image Understanding'[Pinz and Bartl, 1992a, Pinz and Bartl, 1992b, Bartl et al., 1993]. In order to beable to deal with multiple visual information on all levels of abstraction, propertransformations of three di�erent kinds are required:1. spatial (coordinate) transformations,2. radiometric transformations, and3. transformations between di�erent levels of abstraction (signal, pixel, feature,and symbol level [Luo and Kay, 1992]).Information that can be compared with respect to the above transformationsis said to be in registration. While recent relevant work on fusion simply assumes
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prior registration of the source images (e.g. [Mâitre, 1995, Cl�ement et al., 1993,Burt and Kolczynski, 1993, Toet, 1989]), we want to fuse visual informationwithout the requirement of prior manual registration. In this paper we con-centrate on the following case:{ di�erent source images,{ di�erent coordinate systems. Spatial registration can be achieved by a con-formal transformation (4 a�ne parameters),{ the match is established at the ISR level (intermediate symbolic representa-tion [Brolio et al., 1989]), see Fig. 1.c.
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Model

Image Figure 1: Di�erent types of matchingISR supports associative retrieval, spatial relations, and multi-level rep-resentations and is well suited for many image understanding applications[Draper et al., 1993]. A so-called token (`image event') represents one of the fol-lowing `location' features: a point, a line, a chain of points, a polygon, and abitmap representing a region. For each token, an arbitrary number of additionalfeatures can be calculated (e.g. shape, spectral and texture parameters). Relatedtokens are collected in a `tokenset'. Figure 2 gives a simple example for an im-age of a purely 2-dimensional scene with 2D shapes (`shapes' image Fig. 2.a). Aregion-based segmentation of this image results in a tokenset of 11 bitmaps visu-alized in Fig. 2.b. The process of segmenting an image into a tokenset is coveredin detail in [Pinz, 1994]. In the context of this paper we want to emphasize thatthe intelligent use of ISR (e.g. application of constraints, perceptual grouping,elimination of irrelevant tokens) often leads to relatively sparse tokensets, thusreducing the amount of data dramatically (as compared to the pixels of the orig-inal image). This results in a substantial reduction of computational complexityfor the subsequent process of matching of two di�erent tokensets (e.g. 11 tokensversus 258000 pixels for Fig. 2).Consider the situation sketched in Fig. 1.c: Starting from two di�erent imagesof the same scene, segmentation and feature extraction processes are used to cre-ate two tokensets. Under certain assumptions, the spatial relationship betweenthe tokensets (and the images) can be modeled by an a�ne transformation.
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(a) Original image (b) Resulting tokensetFigure 2: Region based segmentation of a 2D `shapes' imageThis holds for 2-dimensional scenes, as well as for planar structures in 3D scenes(see [Collins and Beveridge, 1993, Grimson et al., 1994, Flusser and Suk, 1994]for more detail): �x1y1 � = �a bc d��x2y2�+� ef � ;with �x1y1 � and �x2y2 � denoting locations in image 1 and image 2, respec-tively. A general a�ne transformation is de�ned by six independent parameters(a : : : f). However, a special case of the general a�ne transformation, the confor-mal transformation with four a�ne parameters is often su�cient for the givenapplication, or the general a�ne problem can be converted to a conformal one[Collins and Beveridge, 1993]. The conformal transformation can be written as�x1y1 � = s� cos� �sin�sin� cos���x2y2 �+� txty� ;consisting of a translation vector t = � txty�, a rotation angle �, and a scalingfactor s.While Grimson et.al. [Grimson et al., 1994] distinguish between two di�erenttypes of a�ne matching algorithms (hypothesize and test and geometric hash-ing), Collins and Beveridge [Collins and Beveridge, 1993] �nd four categories(key-feature algorithms, generalized Hough transformations, geometric hashing,and constraint-based tree search). Our algorithm could be categorized as a hy-pothesize and test approach which allows for many-to-many mappings betweenfeatures.A review of similar and related work in the area of object recogni-tion, where the task is to determine the transformation between a modeland an image, reveals many recent publications (e.g. [Basri and Jacobs, 1995,Rucklidge, 1995]), as well as fundamental work dating back to the mid 80s(e.g. [Ayache and Faugeras, 1986, Borgefors, 1988]). The general approach of
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performing a search in transformation space for the best matching transforma-tion, which is also followed in this paper, has been explored in the past, e.g. forthe purpose of locating images of rigid 3D objects. The algorithm proposed byCass [Cass, 1992] takes into account the inherent geometric uncertainty of datafeatures when matching a model to image data. By assigning an uncertainty re-gion to each data feature he restricts the space of possible transformations andarrives at an algorithm of polynomial complexity. However, his algorithm seemsless suited for the matching of rather dissimilar patterns (like Fig. 11 or Fig. 14).Lowe [Lowe, 1987] also matches 3D rigid model data with 2D images, exclusivelyusing edges as primary features, which are subsequently segmented, perceptuallygrouped, and matched. His algorithm applies Newton's method and requires par-tial �rst order derivatives. Perhaps closest to our work we found the `HierarchicalChamfer Matching' algorithm by Borgefors [Borgefors, 1988] using a quadraticdistance function to measure the goodness of match. While she briey mentionsthe general applicability of the method to many di�erent kinds of features, sheonly reports on the matching of edges. In this context we want to point out thatour approach concentrates on the capability of using any type of tokens (points,edges, lines, regions, as well as quite specialized and application oriented types,e.g. the blood vessels described in section 3.1.2, which are modeled as tubes),and thus could best be described as `a�ne matching of intermediate symbolicrepresentations' or `a�ne matching at ISR level' (see Fig. 1.c).The paper is organized as follows: We start with a detailed description ofthe a�ne matching algorithm, proceed with several experiments on the recov-ery of simulated transformations and `real' transformations between data setsoriginating from di�erent sources, and �nally discuss the performance of thealgorithm.2 The A�ne Matching AlgorithmWe are given two sets of tokens. One is the source and the other the targettokenset for the a�ne matching algorithm. The aim now is to �nd the conformaltransformation to bring the source tokenset into spatial registration with thetarget tokenset. The way we chose to tackle this problem is to formulate it asthe maximization of an objective function as de�ned below.2.1 The Objective FunctionThe target tokenset is �rst transformed into a binary image with the resolutionof the image depending on the required accuracy. Region tokens are not drawnwith all their pixels set but just the border pixels, as the border determines theposition, scale and rotation.Now for each background pixel we calculate an inverse distance function (seesection 2.2) to its closest foreground pixel (i.e. to the pixel belonging to thetokenset). In order to keep the computational burden low, we do not transformthe whole source tokenset with the transformation in question, but just a numberof extracted sample points (described in section 2.4). The objective function tobe maximized is then de�ned asf(p) = NXi=1Dist(xi(p); yi(p)) (1)
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withN being the number of sample points, p = (tx; ty; s; �) the parameter vectorfor the conformal transformation and xi(p), yi(p) the coordinates of the trans-formed sample points. Dist(xi; yi) denotes the pixel value at position (xi; yi) ofthe distance image.There are, of course, some limitations on the allowable range for the transla-tion, scale and rotation parameters. Otherwise a scale of zero would always beoptimal in the sense that it would transform all sample points onto one positionand would result in a maximum value for the objective function if that positionis on the target tokenset. The limitations on the parameter range are a �rstcoarse guess on the expected transformation values provided by the user and areimplemented as strong penalty terms in the evaluation of the objective function.2.2 The Inverse Distance FunctionThe �rst distance function that might come into one's mind is the Euclideandistance between a background pixel and its nearest foreground pixel (or to bemore precise: an inverse Euclidean distance having a maximum at the locationof the foreground pixels and then falling o� like a 45 degree ramp towards thebackground). However, this will in general lead to an objective function which isnot very robust and which can easily be fooled by points resulting from an incor-rect transformation which do not hit the target tokenset but are just somewhatnearby. Fig. 3 depicts such an example.
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Figure 3: Due to a segmentation error a feature is missing in the target tokenset. Eventhough the sample points from the wrong feature do not match the target featureexactly, they achieve a higher score in the matching process simply because they aremore numerous.We want to have those points which hit the target tokenset exactly (withinthe accuracy of the image resolution) to obtain a higher weight than those which
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Figure 4: An exponentially decreasing distance function gives stronger weights to pointsvery close to the true location and thus makes the matching more robust.are just close to the true position. One can achieve such an e�ect by choosing aninverse distance function that falls o� exponentially with the distance from theforeground pixels (see Fig. 4). In such a case the number of transformed pointsarising from an incorrect transformation and being close to the true positionmust be much higher to result in a value for the objective function that is largerthan what we would have computed by using the correct transformation. Hence,such a choice of the distance function will make the whole matching proceduremore robust against outliers. Figures 5.b-d show an intensity coded distancefunction corresponding to the tokens of Fig. 2.b.2.3 Optimization ProcedureNow that we are able to compute an objective function for every parameter vectorof the conformal transformation, we have formulated the problem of spatialregistration as that of �nding the global optimum of a function. There existmany di�erent methods for �nding such an extremum in the literature. Most ofthem deal with cases where the global optimum is hid among many local extremaand considerable e�ort is spent to overcome the problem of getting stuck in oneof those local extrema. However, in general, these methods require a long timeto converge and still do not guarantee to arrive at the global optimum.Provided we are dealing with tokensets that are not too dense (a require-ment we can often ful�ll by choosing the proper parameters for the low-levelsegmentation tasks that produce the tokensets), we can, however, assume thatthe chosen objective function will not have that many local extrema. It will ex-hibit a structure that varies smoothly over large portions of the parameter space.These considerations lead us to an optimization procedure where we simply startlocal optimization from a couple of di�erent seed points and take the extremumwith the highest score. Even though this procedure does not assure to arriveat the global optimum, it performed well in practice. Furthermore, it has theadvantage that we can use fast and reliable local optimization procedures likePowell's method (see [Press et al., 1992]).2.4 Extraction of Sample PointsA tokenset can contain various types of tokens, including points, lines and re-gions. Generally, the sample points are distributed randomly over the tokenset.
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(a) Sample point selection (b) Inverse distance function(zoom window marked)

(c) Zoomed view of inverse dis-tance function (pro�le marked) (d) Pro�le of inverse distancefunctionFigure 5: Sample point selection and intensity coded inverse distance functionIn some cases there are substructures within the tokenset that are of highersigni�cance than others and should, therefore, get a higher share of the totalnumber of sample points. An example for such a structure are the vessels ofFig. 9.b. There are many short vessels but just a few long and signi�cant ones.In order to achieve a selective distribution of sample points a weight (beliefvalue) can be assigned to substructures of the tokenset. The actual attachment ofthe weight to individual tokens is up to the module generating the tokensets andis not the concern of the matching process. Tokens having a higher weight willbe treated with preference when the selection of sample points takes place. Thiscauses the matching algorithm to give priority to such substructures in �ndingthe correct match. Figure 5.a shows an example for the sample point selection.
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2.5 General Outline of the AlgorithmThe general outline of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6. The structure is simpleand easy to implement. One can use any local optimization technique oftenavailable from standard libraries.
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Figure 6: Schematic overview of the a�ne matching algorithm.3 Experimental ResultsWe tested the algorithm on a variety of di�erent image examples. Some of themwere generated by simulating a conformal transformation, whereas others stemfrom real multisource applications of medical imaging and remote sensing.
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3.1 Simulated TransformationsSimulated test data was used in order to provide the exact ground truth forevaluating the accuracy of the algorithm and to incorporate some of the commondisturbances generally found in many applications (like fragile segmentation,only partial overlap, etc.).3.1.1 Shapes ImageThe �rst experiment was performed on a simple shapes image (Fig. 2.a). Theextracted tokenset (depicted by Fig. 2.b) was disturbed by erasing some of thetokens and adding artifacts corresponding to a noisy feature extraction process(Fig. 7.a). The resulting tokenset was matched by our algorithm onto a tokenset(Fig. 7.b) which in turn was obtained by transforming the original tokens with aknown conformal transformation. Figure 8.a illustrates the initial spatial relationof the two sets and Table 1 summarizes the used transformation parameters andthe result computed by the proposed method. By visually inspecting Fig. 8.bone can con�rm that the algorithm performed well.

(a) Disturbed original tokenset (b) Manually transformed tokensetFigure 7: Shape tokensets3.1.2 Medical ImageOur second experiment with known transformations was performed on an im-age from a medical application. In contrast to the shape experiment, the im-age itself and not the extracted tokenset was transformed. An algorithm forthe extraction of vessel structures modeling vessels as tubes of varying radius[Huang and Stockman, 1993] was applied onto both images to provide the to-kensets. The vessel extraction was done with slightly varying input parameters inorder to simulate the fragility of low level segmentation procedures. Figure 9 and10 illustrate the initial data set, the vessel segmentation results and the matchedtokensets. Again visual inspection and comparison of the data in Table 2 revealsgood performance of the a�ne matching algorithm.
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(a) Initial spatial relation (b) Recovered transformationFigure 8: Matching of shape tokensetstx 2 [�50; 50]initial ty 2 [�50; 50]parameter range s 2 [0:8; 2:0]� 2 [�30�; 10�]tx = 28:9resulting ty = �4:59transformation s = 1:5006� = 14:95�tx = 27known ty = �5transformation s = 1:5� = 15�total computing time 36 secTable 1: Results for the shapes tokensettx 2 [�100; 250]initial ty 2 [�100; 250]parameter range s 2 [0:8; 1:5]� 2 [�30�; 40�]tx = 195:94resulting ty = 205:24transformation s = 1:3499� = 15:026�tx = 196known ty = 205transformation s = 1:35� = 15�total computing time 48 secTable 2: Results for the simulated medical data set
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(a) Original image (b) Transformed imageFigure 9: Retinal images with superimposed vessel tokensets

(a) Initial relation of vessels (b) Matched vessel tokensFigure 10: Matching of vessel tokens3.2 Real Data SetsThe real data sets consist of images that exhibit a mutual transformation closelyresembling (but not exactly matching) a conformal transformation. Since the`correct' conformal transformation is unknown, we compare the result of ouralgorithm to `measured' transformations. They are obtained by manual selectionof corresponding points in the two images and calculating the a�ne parametersby least-squares adjustment.3.2.1 Medical Data SetThe medical data set shows images of the human retina acquired by a ScanningLaser Ophthalmoscope (SLO)[Webb et al., 1987]. The images were generatedusing di�erent laser sources and examination methods (e.g. argon-blue laser,
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uorescein angiography). In order to detect pathological changes and to performthe appropriate treatment [Pinz et al., 1995a, Pinz et al., 1995b] they have to bespatially registered.Similar to our experiment using a simulated transformation (section 3.1.2),the features used for registration are again the vessels on the eye background.The reason for using them is that they are the only retinal features visible in allimages acquired by the SLO.As with our previous experiments, Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show the initialdata, the tokensets and the result of the matching process. Table 3 shows thatthe results of the a�ne matching are very close to the manually `measured'transformation.
(a) Argon-blue (b) Fluorescein angiographyFigure 11: Retinal images with superimposed vessels

(a) Initial relation between vessels (b) Registered vessel tokensetsFigure 12: Conformal matching of vessel tokensets
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tx 2 [�100; 250]initial ty 2 [�100; 250]parameter range s 2 [0:8; 1:5]� 2 [�30�; 40�]tx = �65:614resulting ty = �0:5633transformation s = 1:0047� = �0:1097�tx = �63:754measured ty = 0:0798transformation s = 0:99312� = �0:3313�total computing time 40 secTable 3: Results for the medical data set3.2.2 Remote Sensing Data SetFinally, we want to give an application example from satellite image remote sens-ing. Figure 13 shows the near infrared (approx. 0.8 �m) channels of a LandsatTM image and a digitized MKF6 image captured during the Russian AUS-TROMIR mission. A land use classi�cation of these images was performed. Weconcentrate on the forest regions represented as tokensets shown by Fig. 14. Asin the `shapes' example described above, we use the borders of the forest regionsfor a�ne matching. The original images as well as the land use classi�cationswere supplied by the University for Bodenkultur and are described in more detailin [Bartl and Pinz, 1992].

(a) Landsat TM image (b) MKF6 imageFigure 13: Two remote sensing images of an area in Lower Austria (Wr. Neustadt)
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(a) Landsat TM (b) MKF6Figure 14: Forest regions resulting from land use classi�cation
correct match wrong matchtx 2 [�100; 100] tx 2 [�200; 200]initial ty 2 [�100; 100] ty 2 [�200; 200]parameter range s 2 [0:4; 0:8] s 2 [0:4; 0:8]� 2 [35�; 150�] � 2 [35�; 150�]tx = �13:28 tx = 116:35resulting ty = 78:86 ty = 141:76transformation s = 0:61069 s = 0:43049� = 100:11� � = 84:516�tx = �12:879measured ty = 78:061transformation s = 0:609765� = 100:41�total computing time 2 min 15 secTable 4: Results for the remote sensing data setFigure 15 shows the results for two di�erent runs of the a�ne matching algo-rithm, the corresponding parameter settings are given in Table 4. The Landsattokenset is transformed to the geometry of the MKF6 tokenset. In the case ofthe correctly recovered conformal transformation (Fig. 15.a) we show an overlayof both images and tokensets, while Fig. 15.b shows an overlay of the correctlytransformed Landsat image and the incorrectly recovered Landsat tokenset overMKF6 image and tokenset.
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(a) Correct match (b) Wrong matchFigure 15: A�ne matching results4 DiscussionThe incorrect result shown by Fig. 15.b directly leads us to a discussion of theperformance of our a�ne matching algorithm. There are several preconditionson the data which are required for the algorithm to work reliably:{ Rough estimates for the scaling s should be given. It is much better to selectsource and target tokenset in a way that s < 1 (i.e. the source tokenset isscaled down), so that the majority of selected sample points will be trans-formed to the interior area covered by the target tokenset.{ A reasonable amount of overlap of the two tokensets is required, otherwisethe algorithm will only work in cases of very sparse tokensets with verydissimilar shapes.{ Both tokensets have to be sparse. In the example shown by Fig. 15.b, theinformation in the upper right corner of the target tokenset (Fig. 14.b) istoo dense. If we allow for a wide range of translations and scalings, thealgorithm will be `attracted' by this dense area, trying to map most of thesource tokenset onto it.{ Up to a certain level of complexity, dense tokensets can still be handled, ifthe number of sample points is increased accordingly. In the experimentsshown here, we used 300 sample points for the shapes and for the medicalimages, and 1500 sample points for the remote sensing data set.{ As with any other a�ne matching approach, the algorithm will have di�-culties with regular periodical structures (parallel lines, grids, etc.).If these conditions are ful�lled, the algorithm has already shown to performwell for a wide variety of visual data.Concerning the complexity of the proposed matching algorithm, it goes linearwith the number of sample points and seed points, and quadratically with thenumber of parameters of the a�ne transformation.
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The concept of `A�ne Matching at the ISR-level' introduced in this paperseems to be a general and promising approach for many correspondence problemsencountered in Computer Vision.5 Implementation DetailsThe computing times given for the experiments were obtained on a SiliconGraphics Power Challenge L (2 x R8000 75MHz processors) running IRIX 6.01.The code was implemented using the KBVision image processing package and noe�ort was spent on optimizing the procedure for speed. As mentioned above thenumber of sample points was 300 for the shapes and medical images and 1500for the remote sensing data set. We used 50 seed points for the optimizationprocedure for all the experiments.6 Conclusion and OutlookIn this paper, a general method for a�ne matching at the level of intermediatesymbolic representation (ISR) was introduced. The method is easy to implementand to parallelize. Since most applications have to deal with the extraction ofsome kind of signi�cant features, which can conveniently be represented at theISR level, the method should be of common interest. It could be used in manyindustrial, medical and remote sensing applications.Our algorithm relies on the coarse correspondence of tokens extracted fromimages. It does not require the establishment of point correspondences. If thetokensets are kept su�ciently sparse, low level features (e.g. edge elements) candirectly be used without the necessity of further processing (e.g. grouping edgeelements into straight lines, ribbons or corners). Since belief values guide theprobability that a certain token is selected for correspondence, and many-to-many correspondences are possible, the method is very robust against a broadvariety of common disturbances (e.g. incomplete segmentations, missing tokens,partial overlap). An extension of the algorithm to recover a general 6 parame-ter a�ne transformation is straightforward and computationally feasible. Mul-tisource visual information fusion (data fusion [Abidi and Gonzalez, 1992], con-sensus vision [Meer et al., 1990]) is a �eld of growing interest and importance.The comparison and integration of information from several sources withoutthe necessity of prior (manual) spatial registration is still an issue of ongoing re-search. In this context, the a�ne matching algorithm constitutes just one modulefor spatial reasoning in a complex framework for Information Fusion in ImageUnderstanding (proposed in [Pinz and Bartl, 1992a]).AcknowledgmentsThis work was supported by the Austrian `Fonds zur F�orderung der wissen-schaftlichen Forschung' under grant S7003. We thank Renate Bartl and WernerSchneider (Univ.f. Bodenkultur Vienna) for putting the original Landsat andMKF6 images and the classi�cations of these images at our disposal. Severalconstructive comments by the anonymous referees helped to improve this paperand are gratefully acknowledged.
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